Universal Beam Grounding Clamp

Type GUBC
- Universal, fits on a wide range of standard (angled) and wide flange (parallel) structural steel beams
- Provide a mounting pad suitable for a two-hole compression lug
- Install quickly and easily with standard 1/4” key hex wrench tooling
- UL 467 Listed and CSA 22.2 Certified for grounding and bonding suitable for direct burial in earth or concrete
- Comply with vibration tests per MIL-STD-202G (METHOD 201A)

For stainless steel mounting hardware kit, see part number GLMHK on page D3.7.

Grounding Plate Connector

Type GPC
- Slotted design allows quick and easy assembly of conductor to connector using Panduit cable ties, included
- Pre-applied conductive antioxidant compound ensures a high quality mechanical and electrical bond, speeding installation
- Complies with vibration tests per MIL-STD-202G (METHOD 201A)
- Made from high conductivity copper; provides strength and premium electrical properties
- Color-coded and marked with Panduit die index numbers for proper crimp die selection
- UL 467 Listed and CSA 22.2 Certified for grounding and bonding suitable for direct burial in earth or concrete when crimped with Panduit or industry standard crimping tools and Panduit dies

For stainless steel mounting hardware kit, see part number GLMHK on page D3.7.